


Michele Franzese is an important landmark for luxury lovers, in Italy
and worldwide, ready to inspire and involve customers in a dream
where innovation, style and elegance come together to create the

next international window over the luxury world. Michele Franzese
Moda is a Border-free space, where physical and digital combine to
create an emotional dimension where everyone can give their best

with style. A team of professional in luxury is ready to assist the
customer in every step, offering customized services. We work with

the most important international fashion brands from which we
carefully select the best seasonal clothing. This luxurious journey

begins in Sant’Anastasia, where in 1992 we opened our first store: an
historic three-storey building, entirely dedicated to fashion world.

After a resounding success, Michele Franzese Moda expands on
central Naples, opening his second boutique in Domenico Morelli st, a

street known for shopping. The year 2015 marked our entry in the
web, the borderless market par excellence, with our e-commerce by

which we created an international community and brought our
philosophy online. In fact, Michelefranzesemoda.com has become in

few years a landmark on the luxury fashion scene. The dream goes on
in 2021, when we opened the first cathedral of luxury: a timeless

space, with an area of over 700 square metres, that is set in one of the
most iconic Neapolitan squares. In Martiri square, emotions from the

past, the present and the future come together to create the new
Michele Franzese moda’s vision

NEW FASHION EXPERIENCE





Historical building:
Fresco of the 1700s

fully restored
preserving its historicity

and the artistic value.
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NEW WORLD





NEW FASHION EXPERINCE 







They talk about us....



BRAND MIX
 

Alexander McQueen
Alyx

Aspesi
Azzaro

Amina Muaddi
Balmain Paris

Brioni
Burberry
Church's

Dsquared2
Eera
Etro

Fendi
Ferragamo

Giambattista Valli
Givenchy
Jil Sander

Maison Margiela
 

Max Mara
Monot

Moncler
Nike Limited Edition

Off-White
Paco Rabanne
Palm Angels

Red Valentino
Roberto Cavalli
Saint Laurent
Stone Island

The Attico
Thom Browne

Tom Ford
Versace jeans couture

Zuhair Murad
 

https://www.michelefranzesemoda.com/it/donna/designer/alexander-mcqueen/gruppi
https://www.michelefranzesemoda.com/it/donna/designer/alyx/gruppi
https://www.michelefranzesemoda.com/it/donna/designer/amina-muaddi/gruppi
https://www.michelefranzesemoda.com/it/donna/designer/balmain-paris/gruppi
https://www.michelefranzesemoda.com/it/donna/designer/dsquared2/gruppi
https://www.michelefranzesemoda.com/it/donna/designer/eera/gruppi
https://www.michelefranzesemoda.com/it/donna/designer/etro/gruppi
https://www.michelefranzesemoda.com/it/donna/designer/givenchy/gruppi
https://www.michelefranzesemoda.com/it/donna/designer/off-white/gruppi
https://www.michelefranzesemoda.com/it/donna/designer/paco-rabanne/gruppi
https://www.michelefranzesemoda.com/it/donna/designer/palm-angels/gruppi
https://www.michelefranzesemoda.com/it/donna/designer/the-attico/gruppi
https://www.michelefranzesemoda.com/it/donna/designer/tom-ford/gruppi


new logistic hub 1000mq
 




